
             Convergence of sequences 



(Last).

Finite Intersection Condition:A collection of sets has FC
(FIC). if any finite subcollection has

non-empty intersection.

Thm: K is compact if every collection of closed set [KC3

that has FIC has non-empty intersection.

SEQUENCES.

Recall:A sequence [Pn3 in X is a function of:N - X
maps n i Pr, a point in X.

X

Ex: pppi?"We maywant
to

say[PuT converges
athere. 943

3p.93 sp233 SPrY does not

↑4:
R & &

D

P3
converge

Def: SPn3 converges in X

if Epe X s.t. 7Ezo, INEN st. n=N diPn,p)<E.

Write Putp or 1mpn=P Say:Pu converges top or P is the limit of a sequence Pr.



Example:Pn=* in IR.

Claim (n-> 1:

(The challenge of showing PutP is finding an N for each 9 (

cpf):Note that (i) b(pn, 1) =1**-'1 =i.

(ii) For everyEs0, INEN
s.t. E.

Therefore, given 230,
choose N=/).

Then for n
=N, d<Pn, 1) =1) = < &

#

TRUE or False?

&Pu-p &Pntp=> p
=p'

⑬ [Pn) bounded -> In converges.

o SPn3 converges -> SPn3 bounded

&) pn -> P =>p is limit pointof range of [Pn3.

&p is limit point of ECX=> E seq [PnY in E s.t. qn -> P

#Pn-p =>Every neighborhood of P contains all but finitely manyPr.

Thinkabout it. Answer is in the following page.

(this means that*Nalp),onlyfinitely manyPu Iare not contained in NECP).



7 A Pu-p & putp'=> p
=p' in

Assume Pnp. pr-8d(p, 8) =3<0(p
=9).

Then ENp s.t. n2Mp implies d(pn,p)<

·a
b a

ta
Also = Ng s.t. n < Ng implies d<Pn, g)<

Let N =max3Np, N83, n = N implies

2 =d(p,f)[b(pn,p) +d(pn,q) < +2 =E*

FB [Pn) bounded -> In converges. P2 = 1
- P2k+1 =0 for K= 0,1,2,.., [Pn) boundedbutnot converge.

T @ [Pn3 converges -> EPn3 bounded Idea: agai
spt). Use E = 1, then EN s.t. n>N =>d<Pr,p></ n N n >N

/finite)
LetR =max[1, dCP, p.), . . .,d(p, PNC].

Then [Pn3 <BRCP) #.

FB in -> P =>p is limit pointof range of [Pn3. Pr = 1 An.

T &p is limit point of ECX=> E seq [PnY in E s.t. qn -> P :Take point p, ENCP) in E, p2ENPCP) inE,... PuENPs(PlinE

T # Pn -> p =>>Every neighborhood of P contains all but finitely manyPr.


